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INTRODUCTION
This quarterly progress report to the technical monitor of the refer-
enced contract is organized as follows:
i	 Section I In the second quarterly progress report under this contract,
the necessary conditions for the optimality of the filter free par-
ameter were derived for the case in which no measurements were
incorporated during the time of interest. These necessary conditions
defined a two point boundary value problem which could be solved
iteratively. Further analysis has eliminated the necessity for
numerical solution, and the results are presented in this section.
r 	
The resulting solution is shown to lie in the admissible region for
positive definite P, the solution is shown to be a global optimum,
and an .
 alternate set of equations is introduced for the case of a zero-
valued initial covariance matrix.
Section II This section presents the numerical results of program-
ming the optimal solution derived in Section I for a circular and
an elliptical nominal orbit. Two approximations to the Q matrix
are used for each nominal orbit, and in the circular case the final
time of interest, T, is also varied.
Section III In the third quarterly progress report under this contract,
the linear filter weight for incorporating a position - type measure-
.
	
	 ment was postulated to be of a specified form, involving a free
parameter p. The choice of that form was intuitively justified,
but its optimality was riot demonstrated. In this section, the linear
filterweight is found without prespecifying its form. The resulting
optimal filter weight is of the form postulated above, and the
parameter p is found to'be an explicit function of the control vari-
able X(t).
e
_. _
sSection IV In this section, the method of Section III is expanded to
include the case of the incorporation of velocity dependent measure-
ments. The : o sulting necessary conditions contain a new scalar
parameter for cacti velocity dependent measurement that must be
determined iteratively along with X(t).
Section V This section contains Chapter 6 of a doctoral thesis written
by Steven Croopnick. The purpose of this thesis is to study and
. then model various gravitational anomalies, with an end toward
better orbit prediction capabilities. Chapter G is a development of
the analytical tools necessary to implement new gravity models.
It contains expressions to produce anomalous accelerations in an
equatorial orbit of a spacecraft. A considerable part of the chapter
is spent in the development of the form and properties of a new
sequence, called the transfer coefficients, which relates orbital
conditions to suborbital rings of mass.
•The following people have contributed to the effort summarized in
this Fourth Quarter ly Progress Report;
R. H. Battin
S. R. Croopnick
J. C. Deckert
D. C. Fraser
J. E. Potter
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•I Closed l^ orm Solution for the No-Measurement Case
In an earlier report (l) , the necessary conditions for the optimality
of the filter free parameter A were derived for the case in which no
measurements were incorporated during the time . of interest. These
necessary conditions defined a two point boundary value problem which
could be solves] iteratively.	 Further analysis has eliminated the necessity
for numerical solution, and the results of that analysis are presented in this
chapter. In Section A, the analytic solution of the necessary conditions is
presented. In Section B, if is demonstrated that the solution for X derived
in Section A does indeed lie within the a prior.-i admissible region. In
Section C, the solution for A derived.-. Sc::tion A is shown to be a global
optimum solution as opposed to a locally optimal solution. In Section D
an alternate set of equations is introduced in order to avoid numerical
difficulties in the case of a zero valued initial covariance matrix.
A Analytic Solution of the Necessary Conditions
Recall that the problem is to solve for X in the equation
P = FP + PF T
 + ?LP +Q /a; P(to) = Po	 (1)
such that the cost function J = tr (LP(T)) is minimized, where T is some
final time of interest. The necessary conditions are Eq, (1) and the following(l):
C = -F TC -CF - aC
	 CM = L .
	
(2)
tr (PC) - tr (QC) /A 2 = 0	 (3)
Eq (3) is only applicable if a lies within the region defined by the square
roots of the extreme eioenvalues of P 1 Q, where P is assumed to be positive
definite. This condition ensures that Eq. (1) is a minimal approximation
4
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2to the true equation
P = FP + PF T + edT + de 	 (4)
where'	 e = estimation error
d = unknown driving force
Q = dd T = covariance of d
Define the state transition matrix from T to t, iD (t, T),by the following
equations:
$ (t, T) = -fi (t, T) F (t),	 47) (T, T) = I	 (5)
where I is the identity matrix. Inspection of Eqs, (2) and (5) indicates that the
solution for the costate matrix, C (t), is given by
T
A (s) ds
t	 (6 )
C (t) = ii> T (t, T) L ^ (t, T) e
Noticing that A enters the C (t) equation only as a scale factor, we see
that the necessary condition for optimality given by Eq. (3) is identically
satisfied with
A (t) =	 tr [W0t, T(t, T)LiD(t, T)] /tr [ P(t) iP T(t, T) LO (t, T)]	 (7)
In the general. case, Eq. (7) requires one backward integration to determine
iP (t, T) for all t between to and T. Then A (t) is determined uniquely from
Eq. (7),where P(t) is determined by the integration of Eq. (1.). Note that in
the case of no dynamics, i. e. F = 0, no backward integration is required
and Eq. (7) reduces to
A (t) = Vtr [ Q (t) L] / tr [ P (t) L]
ti
I
3
3(A set of state variables satisfying this condition was presented in Section V
of Reference 1. )
B. The Admissibility of the Closed Forr,i a Solution
Although one would expect the solution of the optimal control problem
discussed previously to yield a A (t) time history within the bounds guaranteeing
minimality, it is not yet clear that A (t) given by Eq. (7) lies between the square
roots of the extreme eigenvalues of P - 1 (t) Q (t), i, e, the admissible region
for P positive definite (1) . It is the purpose of this section to demonstrate
that this is indeed the case, and P (t) will be assumed positive definite
throughout.
Assume that at the time t we are given P and Q and that a l' ' an
are the eigenvalues of P - 1Q. We can simultaneously diagonalize P and Q
such that (see Appendix A)
ATPA = 1	 (8)
u
	
0
ATQA =
	
• •	 = D
0	 •un	 .
The rank of the product of two matrices is less than or equal to the smaller
of the ranks of the individual matrices being multiplied (3) . Since AT PAis
of full rank by Eq. (8) and A and P are square matrices of the same size,
A must be of full rank. Thus we may write
•	 P = Ar T A- 1
Q« A 
TDA 
1
where A T = (A 1 ) T. Thus we see that
4P 1Q = AA TA T DA 1= ADA 1
.A 1 (P 1Q) A = D
Thus P 1Q and D are similar, and thus a  
= p i 
(4)
Let C be the costate matrix defined by Eq. (6) and define C = A: 1 C A- T.
Then the square of a as defined by Eq. (7) may be written
X2 = tr (CQ) _ tr (ACATA- TDA 1) 
= 
tr (ACDA 1)
tr (C P)	 ±r (ACA TA- TA" 1 )	 tr (ACA" 1 )	 j
Now, since the trace of a matrix is invariant under a similarity transformation (4),
this yields
^2 = tr (CD) _	 Cii of
tr C
	
r, Cii	 (9)
Since C is positive semidefinite,* we know that C ii > for all i. Thus from
Eq. (9) it follows that
al < a 2 < an	 (10)
where a 1 is the minimum eigenvalue of P 1 Q and an is the maximum eigenvalue
of P Q.
C. The Global Nature of the A Solution
if we define the matrix M as follows
M = 0T (t, T) L 0 (t, T)	 (11)
then the solution for a derived in Section A may be written as
• Since L must be positive semidefinite for a well posed problem, this
follows from Eq. (6).
.
(14)
(15)
(16)
5
X r Ttr (MQ) / tr (MP)
	
(12)
In this section we will compare the outputs of two matrix integrators to
determine that A given b;.- Eq. ( 12) is a global optimum . The first integrator
integrates the following differential equation
P - FP + PF T + A P + QA ; P(to) = Po	(13)
where a is given by Eq. (12). The second integrates the equation
P 1 = FP  + PIFT + a 1P1 + Q/a 1 .' P 1 (to} = Po
where X 1 is any positive scalar function of time. Define
AP = P. -p
Using Eqs. (13) and (14) we have
AP = FAP + APF T + Ck 1P1 - AP) + (^ - ) Q
1
FAP + AP FT+X1 AP+ AN P+ (^ - ) Q
1
where AA
Define the scalarl as follows
f n tr (M AP)
SThus we see that Q at the initial time is zero , and at T the value of f gives
the difference in cost, tr [1, (P 1 (T) - P (T))] , .resulting from the integration of
Eq. (14) as opposed to Eq. (13). If f (T) > 0 when a 1 (t) a (t) for all t, then
X (t) as given by Eq. (12) is the global optimum solution.
We note from Eqs. (5) and (11) that the differential equation for M is
	 •
given by
6M = - FTM - MF	 M(T) = L	 (17)
Employing Eqs. (15), (16) and (17) and interchanging the differentiation and
trace operators, the differential equation for ,Q is given by
3
= X1 + tr {M [-AXP + ( - 1)	 18)
1
t
With slight manipulation, Eq. (18) may be written as
^' A 1 I + f2
 (t)	 (19)
where
f(t) =rx^tr (MP) - tr (MQ)/1^ 1	 (20)
Inspection of Eq. (20) indicates that f is non-zero whenever X 1 is not
identically equal to A as given by Eq. ( 12). Since the initial condition on f
is zero, Eq. (19) implies that the f inal value of I is given by	 4
.	 r T n tT-t)(T)	 J e	 1	 f2(t) d 	 (21)
to
Thus f (T) is positive if f  is non-zero at any time t. But we have already
observ(:d that f  is non zero if and only if a I 0 1
 is not identically equal to
A'(t). Thus f (T) is positive if A 1 (t) is not equal to A (t) for any t, and therefore
X(t) as given by Eq. ( 12) is the global optimum solution.
D. Alternate Starting Procedure for Zero Initial Covariance Matrix
The original matrix differential equaticn, optimized with reapect
.1
to x, is given by
P = FP + PF T
 + XP + QA	 (22)
with A '= tr (MQ) / tr (112P)	 and M given by Eqs. 01) and (5). The
integration of Eq. (22) with Ptto) = 0 leads to obvious numerical difficulties.
It is the purpose of this section to introduce an alternate differential equation
-whose numerical integration is well behaved for a zero-valued P matrix.
Define the variables P, p, and q as follows:
P	 P/P, p = tr (MP), q = tr (MQ)
We will stipulate the initial value of P to be zero. Now we proceed to
demonstrate that the integration of
P = FP + PF T + Q/ F, P (0) = 0	 (23)
is equivalent to the integration of Eq. (22) with P(0) = 0. From the definition
N
of P, we have
P = Pp+ PP
Substitution of Eqs. (23) and (17)
P = (FP + PF T + Q/1q) p+ P [ tr (MFP + MPFT + MQ/ 1q` -FT MP - MFP)]
FP + PF T + pQ/ r + P P/p	 (24)
But x = tr (MQ)/tr (MP = F /p	 (25)
Substitution of Eq. (25) into Eq. (24) gives
P = FP + PF T + XP + Q/X	 It I
and the initial condition on P is given by
P(0)	 P(0) tr (M(0) F(0))	 0
%	 9
•
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II Graphical Results for the No-Measurement Case
In this section we present the graphical results of programming
Eqs. (I. 1) and (I. 7) for a satellite in two different orbits about a tenth
order harmonic earth model furnished by Dr. J. H. Laning of the M. I. T.
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory. The J 2 term of the model was set to
zero for these runs. Except where noted, the state vector was the one
developed in Section I of Ref. 1, i. e. the deviation from the nominal values
of the energy, the position vector, and two components of the velocity
vector in a rotating coordinate system. The disturbance vector consisted
of deviations from the nominal values of the massless potential energy and two
components of the gravitational acceleration vector. The two nominal
orbits used are as follows:
1) Circular, to from polar, 500, 000 feet starting near Vandenberg
A. F. B.
2) Elliptical, polar, with an eccentricity of . 8, starting at pericenter
500, 000 feet over the north pole.
Figures 1 through 3 are for the circular orbit and Figures 4 through
6 are for the elliptical orbit. The initial conditions for all runs were mean
square position errors of 1 ft. 2 per axis and mean square velocity errors of
10 -4 ft. 2/sect per axis with no cross correlations. In all of the runs the
symmetric matrix L is diagonal such that tr (LP) is equal to the me'n
square estimated position error.
Results similar to those shown in Figures 2 and 3 were given at the
third quarterly review oral presentation at Goddard Space Flight Center
on November 25, 1969. Those results, however, were arrived at using
iterative techniques prior to recognizing the closed form solution of the
associated two point boundary value problem. The previous results and the
results presented here agree to 176 in the final estimated RMS position error.
in practice Q, the covariance of the driving noise, can not be known
exactly. Thus it is necessary to approximate the Q matrix in some logical
way. In the case of a nominal circular orbit, one approximation to the actual
time-varying Q matrix would be a constant diagonal matrix whose elements
are the squared magnitudes of the driving force components
10
averaged over some large time span. This seems a logical choice
since mean square information is relatively easy to approximate, reflect-
ing a prior knowledge of the "roughness" of the planet, the probable exist-
ence of mass concentrations, etc. In the case of a nominal elliptical
orbit, this constant approximated Q matrix could easily be scaled to reflect
the estimated radial dependance of the driving force.
Another possible approximation to the Q matrix, equally applicable to
circular and elliptical nominal orbits, is the use of an incomplete model of
the driving force. As shown clearly in the results for the circular nominal
orbit, the inherent optimism ( in a positive definite sense) of the covariance
of the partially modeled driving force and the inherent conservatism of the
minimal form tend to cancel each other on the average and result in an
estimated covariance matrix which is very close to the actual for these
runs.
In the circular orbit cases, the final time of interest was varied to
show the dependance of the optimal A and estimated position error on this
parameter.
The figures are explained as follows:
Figure 1. This plot indicates the nature of the problem which we are
trying to alleviate, i. e, the optimistic estimation errors predicted by a
Kalman filter in the presence of correlated driving noise. In this case the
state vector	 _ consisted of the deviations from the nominal position and
velocity vectors. The covariance matrix was propagated using
P = FP + PFT
Figure 2. In this set of runs the Q matrix was approximated by a
diagonal matrix whose elements were the actual mean sgaare values of the
forcing function (averaged over three periods) as determined from the
earth model. In Fig. 2a, T was chosen to be 3 periods while in Fig. 2c,
•	 T was chosen to be 1. 5 periods. Fig. 2b shows the ), history corresponding
to Fig. 2a, and Fig. 2d shows the X history corresponding to Fig. 2c.
s
1 
Figure 3. In this set of runs, the Q matrix was computed explicitly
using only the J 3 and J 4 terms from the model. In Fig. 3a, T was chosen
to be 3 periods while in Fig. 3c, T was chosen to be 1. 5 periods. Fig. 3b
shows the X history corresponding to Fig. 3a, and Fig. 30 shows the X
history corresponding to Fig. 3c.
Figure 4. This run is analagous to the run shown in Fig. 1, using the
same state vector and P equation for the elliptical orbit.
Figure 5. In this run, the Q matrix was determined from the mean
square matrix used in Fig. 2, which was scaled for radial dependence as
if all the disturbance were from a J 3 term and then rotated into the proper
coordinate system for the nominal elliptical orbit. Fig. 5b shows the X
history corresponding to Fig. 5a. T was 3 periods.
Figure 6. In this run, the Q matrix was determined explicitly for the
elliptical orbit using only the J 3 and J4 terms of the model. Fig. 6b shows
the 1 history corresponding to Fig. 6a. T was 3 periods.
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III Optimal Linear Incorporation of Position-type Measurements
In a previous report (2), the linear filter weight for incorporating a
position-type measurement was postulated to be of a specified form, involving
a free parameter P. The choice of that form was intuitively justified, but
its optimality was not demonstrated. In this section, the linear filter «eight
is derived without prespocifying its form. The resulting optimal filter weight
is of the form postulated above, and the parameter u is found to be an explicit
function of the control variable a (t).
Recall the problem is as follows:
The true state vector, x, obeys the differential equation
a = Fx+d
The estimated state vector, a , obeys the differential equation
nA
x = Fx
A
Thus the estimation error vector, e = x - x, has a covariance P = e e T
that propagates according to
P = FP + PIP T - e dT - de T
	
(1)
It has previously been established (1)
 that the mininial approximation to Eq. (1)
is given by
P = FP + PF T + AP + Q/a	 (2)
where Q = d d T. Since the error is made up of a component that is correlated
with d and the remaining component that is uncorrelated with d, Eq. (2)
may be replaced by the following two equations:
_-	
3
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P  = FP n  + PnIT T (3)'
Pd
 = FP  + P d F T + x Pd + Q!X	 (4)
where
e = en + ed , en
 d T = 0, enedT = 0
P  = e n  nT, Pd
 = eded T, P = P  + Pd
Because of its ease of implementation and simplicity of form, we will
assume linear measurement incorporation. Assume a scalar measurement
m is taken, with m given by
m = b Tx + n
where n is white noise with covariance q. Also assume that the measurement
is incorporated into the state estimate according to
A
'
	 TA
x " = x + w(m-b x)
where a prime denotes the value of the quantitiy just after measurement
incorporation and the absence of a prime denotes the value of the quantity
just prior to measurement incorporation. It then follows that at the measure-
ment times P  and P d
 are altered as follows
Pnr = (I - w bT) P  (I - b w T) + w wTq	 (5)
Pd '
	 (I - w b T) Pd (I - b w T)	 (6)
' It is at this point in the development that the assumption of a position
measurement is necessary. For the particular choice of state variable
which was made for the orbiting satellite problem, incorporating the energy
constraint, this equation is not bomplete. More will be said about this in
Section IV.
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Now we assume that there are f scalar measurements taken between
the initial time to and the final time of interest T. It is our. purpose to
choose the f weighting vectors w, which occur. in Fq•s. (5) and (G), and the
scalar control A (t), that occurs in Eq. (4), so as to minimize the cost
function J given by
J = tr [ L (P (T))] 	 (7)
where L = LT.
(It should be noted that since Eqs. (3), (5) and (G) are exact and Eq. (4)
is a minimal approximation to the exact equation, then the PM history
resulting from the solution to the optimal control problem posed above will
of necessity be a conservative approximation to the true estimation error
covariance matrix. )
To recapitulate, we are trying to find the f vectors wk and the scalar
function ?, (t) in order to minimize the scalar cost function
J = tr j L (P (T)+ Pd (T))]	 (8)
subject to the dynamic constraints
Pn = FPn ± PnFT
	
(3)
FP d  + PdF T + X Pd + Q /a	 (4)
and the f measurement constraints
Pnk' = (I - wkbkT) Pnk (I - bkwkT) + wkwkTgk	(9)
Pdk ' = (I - w ' T) Pdk (I - bkwkT)
	 (10)
Pd =
where Pnk = Pn (tk) etc. The initial values of P  and Pd are given, the final
29
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time T is fixed, and all functions es_.ept A and all parameters but w k are
known.
We now proceed to derive the first order nccessc.ry conditions for local
optimality using a Lagrange multiplier approach.. Adjoin all of the constraints
to the original cost function as follows:
J . = tr . L P (T) + P	 I7(T)] + r	 [ (I - w b T)P (I - b w T) - P 'I
	 d	 n	 ^,	 k	 —k-k dk —k—k	 dk ]
4i	 k::l
+	 Nk [ (I - wkbkT) Pnk (I - bkwkT) + wkwkT qk - Pnk
k= 1
R	 t-k+ 1
+
	
	 (	 G dt) }	 (11)
k= 0 t k +
where G = Cn [FPn + PnF T - Pn] + C  [FPd + PdF T + XP  + Q/A - Pd]
	
and	 to + = to (the starting time)
= T (the final time)
t ^+ 1
for compactness of notation.
Integration of the last term of Eq. (11) by parts gives.
_	 p
J = tr {L [ Pd
 (T) + P  (T)] + X Dk ( (I-%!VPdk(I-4!v - Pdk j
k=1
tk+1
	+	 -Nk [(I-tivkbk )Pnk(I-bkwk )+ wkwk qk -
 Pnk + X ( ^ H dt )
k=1	 k=0	 k^
ti
3n
I	 tk+1X (unPn + CdPd )	 }
	
(12)
k=0	 tk+
T	 'where I-I = Cn
 
(FP n + PnI' ) + CnPn + Cd(1'Pd + PdI.'T +X Pd + Q/)L)+ CdPd
Now, in order to find the necessary conditions, we find the variation
in the augmented cost function due to variations in the con! rol variables
and the original. state variables of the problem. By definition, at a
stationary point the cost function must be insensitive to arbitrary variations
in the state and control variables. Equating to zero the coefficients of
the variations in the control and state variables in the expression for the
variation in cost leads directly to the statement of the first order
necessary conditions for a local optimum.
Using the facts that the variation of the trace is equal to the trace
of the variation and the variation of an integral is the integral of the
variation, the expression for the variation in the augmented cost functirr
is given by:
6J = tr {[ L - Cd(r)16Pd(T) + [ L - Cn(T) j 6Pn(T)
f
+	 [ (Cnk - Nk )6Pnlc + (Ccik - Dk )6Pdk
k=1
+ (( I - 4i% )N k ( 1 - wkbk) - Ink)'Pnk
31
+ ( ( I - bkwk )Dk(I -wkbk)- Cdk )6Pdk
+ 2(Nk ( wkgk - (I - wkbk )i nkbk) - Dk(I - wkbk )Pdkbk)bwk
t-
k+1+	 [ S	 (CnF + FTCn + Cn)6Pn+(CdF+FTCdACd+Cd)6Pd
k=0 tk+
+ (CdPd
 - Cd4/X 2 )6X ]dt l	 (13)
whereTNk and D  were assumed to be symmetric to derive the coefficient
Of 6wk . The validity of this assumption will be shown later.
After slight rearrangement of terms under the trace operation,
equating to zero the coefficients of the individual variations in Eq. (13)
gives the following results:
Nk
 = Cnk , Dk
 = Cdk	 (14)
•	 Cn(T) = L , C d(T) = L
	
(15)
Cnk = (I -bkwk ) Cnk(I - wkbk)	 (16)
Cdk = (I - bkwk )Cdk(I - w--kbk )	 (17)
C
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Cn = - CnF - FTCn	 (18)
Cd = - CdF - FTC d - aCd 	(19)
[ C t (q + bq P b ) + C^ b TP b ]w - { C^ P + C^ P )b = 0nk k —k nk—k	 dk—k dk--k k	 nk nk dk dk —k
(20)
	
= tx (C Q) /tr(C P )	 (21)d	 d d
(Note that Eqs. (15) through ( 19) guarantee that C  and 
'Cd will be
symmetric for all time, and therefore, in view of Eq. (14), the
assumption of symmetry for N  and D  was valid).
Solving Eqs. (18) and ( 19), the values of the costate matrices
between measurements are given by 	 a
Cn(t)	 T(t, tk) Cnk flt, tk)	 (22)
tk
tSX(s)ds
Cd(t) =e ,	 ''T(t, tk)Cdk (D(t, tk)	 (23)
where	 t1-1 < t < tk 	t0+ = to	 Y+1 = T
(t, tk ) 	 Ct, tk)F(t)	 '^(tk, tk) = I
1 < k < +1
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The identical terminal conditions given by Eq. (15) together with Eqs. (16),
(17), (22) and (23) imply the following relationship between C  and C  is
true for all time:
T
SA(s)ds
t
•	 Cd(t) = e	 Cn(t)	 (24)
Substitution of Eq. (24) into Eq. (20) gives
Cnk l I bk (µkpdk + Pnk Lb k + q  ]wk - (µkPdk + Pnk)bk} = 0	 (25)
T
SX(s)ds
t
where µk = e k	 (26)
Since Eq. (25) must hold for arbitrary values of state and costate matrices,
the coefficient of Cnk must be identically equal to zero. Thus the optimal
linear filter weight is given by
k	 ( µkpdk -'- Pnk ) /[ bk ( µkpdk + Pnk)bk + lk
 )	 (27}
Thus we see that the optimal linear filter weight is identical to the form
postulated in lief. (2), with µk the function of the control X given by Eq. (26).
In view of Eq. (24)j
 Cd may be entirely eliminated from the problem
and Eq. (21) maybe rewritten as
1
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tr(Cn^) / ir(Cnpd)	 (28)
In summary, the necessary conditions for a local optimum solution to
the optimal control problem stated above are given by Eqs. (3), (4), (9),
(10), (15), (16), (22), (27), and (28). Inspection of these necessary
t conditions reveals coupling between the various state, costate and control
variables indicating that the optimal X time histroy must be solved
iteratively.
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IV Optimal Linear Incorporation of General Scalar Measurements
As was mentioned earlier, the necessary conditions for a local
optimum derived in Section III are valid for our choice of state variables
in the case of position dependent measurements only. In this section
we derive the necessary conditions for scalar measurements that may
be velocity dependent.
Recall that the state vector that we have been using, which we will
call x, consists of the variation in the energy, variations in two
components of the velocity vector, and variations in the position vector(1).
It has been demonstrated (2) that a perfect scalar measurement may be
written as
m = bT x + yu
where u is the variation in the massless potential energy from the
nominal, b and y are known functions of the nominal trajectory and
y is non-zero for velocity dependent measurements only. It will be
assumed that the measurement is corrupted by white noise n, and thus
	
M. = bT x + y u + n	 (1)
We assume that the scalar measurement will be incorporated into
the state estimate, x, by the linear equation
	
xt = Q + w(m - bT x)	 (2)
Defining the error in the estimate, e, as
e = Q - x
	
(3)
. 9
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Eqs. (1) (2) and (3) indicate that the estimation error will be altered by the
measurement incorporation as follows
e - (I - w b )e ^ w Yu + wn
	
(4)
Recall that we have definede d as the component of a that is correlated	 =
with the driving force d and en as the remaining component of e.
Remembering that u is one of the components of d, and that n is white
noise, we see that e n and ed are altered by measurement incorporation
as follows
en = (I - wbT )en + wn	 (5)
ed = (I - wbT )ed + wyu	 (6)
Defining P 1 = en n and Pd = e	 , it follows that Pn and Pd, the
eovariances of the uncorrelated and correlated components of the
estimation error vector, are updated as follows
rPn = (I - wbT )Pn(I - b wT ) + w w T q	 (7)
Pd = (I - wbT )Pd (I - bwT ) +y(I - wbT)eduwT	 '•
•	 3
9
+ w u^ (I - b wT )y	 (8)
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Comparing Eqs. (7) and (8) with Eqs. (III. 5) and (III. 6), we see that
the difference between a position dependent measurement incorporation
and a velocity dependent measurement incorporation is the addition of two
terms in the Pd update equation for a velocity dependent measurement.
Eq. (8) involves the cross correlations between u and e d, which are
unknown. However, the covariances of u and e  are assumed to be
known; and as an alternative to Eq. (8) we may use the minimal
approximation to the cross correlation terms developed earlier(1).
Consider the vectors v 1 and v2 defined by
v 1 = (I - wbT
 )ed
v2 = yuw
The minimal approximation to the cross correlation term
(v 	+ v 2 v 1 ) is given by a v lvi + v
2  —/a, where a is a positive
scalar. Thus the minimal approximation to Eq. (8) is given by
i
Pd
 = (I - wbT )Pd(I - bwT ) (1 +a) + YZ u wwT/a
Now we proceed along lines similar to the development presented in
Section III, in which the first order necessary conditions for a local
optimum solution to the optimal control problem were formulated.
However, in this problem at each measurement time there is an
additional control parameter ak) and the update equation for P dk is more
complex than before. Again the cost function is
(9)
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J = tr [ L (Pn(T) + Pd(T)) )
After adjoining the dynamic constraints and the k measurement
constraints to the original cost function and integrating by parts, we
have the augmented cost function 3 given by
= tr tL [ P (T)+ P (T) ] +
	
D I(I _w b T)Pdk(I-b wT)(l+cY )+ y2 7 w T /an	 d	 k	 k k	 k- Ic	 k	 k k --k k k
k=1
Q
Pdk ) +
	
	
Nk I (I-wkbk)Pnk(I-bkwk) + wkwkgk - PnkJ
k=1
p	 t1C+1	 I	 tk+1
+	 ( "t + H dt) - 
X (CnPn
 + CdPd) It +	 ( 10)k=0
	 k	 k=,O	 k
where H = C • (FP + P FT)+ C P + C (FP + P FT + %P + Q/X)+ C pn n n	 n n d d d	 d	 d d
and the notation of Section III is retained. Taking variations in all of the
original variables gives the following expression for the variation in J:
%
Ir
4
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67 = tr{ [ L - Cd (T) 1 6 Pd(T) + [ L - Cn (T) JaPn(T)
Q	
-
+	 I (Cnk - N08Pnk + (Cdk - Dk)8pdk
k=1
r -
+ ((I - b wT)N (I - wk b T ) - C )dP	 -
—k --k k	 Eh-	 nk	 nk	 =
+ ((I - bkwk) Dk(I - wkbk) ( 1 + ak), - C dk ) dPdk
+ 2 [ Nk (wkgk-(I-wkbk )Pnkbk) + Dk (yk k wk/ak - (I-wkbk )Pdkbk{1 + 01k) )J^^k
+ Dk ((I - wkbk )Pdk(I - 4% )- yk k wkwk/^ J Bak J
tk+1
+ I S I(CnF + FTCn+Cn)b n + (CdF + FTCd+xcd + Cd)SPd
k=0 tk+
+ (CdPd - CdQ/X2 )8XI dtJ}	 (I1)
• where the N  and D  were assumed symmetric to derive the coefficient of
8wk . (The validity of this assumption is guaranteed by Eqs. (12) through
(17) which follow. )
After slight rearrangement under the trace operation, equating to
zero the coefficients of the individual variations in :q. (11) gives the following i
results	 -
•
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N  = Cnk	 D  = Cdk
	
Al2)
Cn(T)	 L	 Cd(T) = L	 (13)
IFa
Cnk - (I - 4!vk )Cnk(Z - %W	 (1^)
Cdk	 —= (I- kb wTk)Cdk (I-w bT)(1+ CO (15)k—k=
Cn = - CnF - FTCn 	(16)
Cd 	- CdF - FTCd - ACd 	(17)
tr { C r [ (I - w bT )P (I - b 4%T )- y2 u7 w wT/n2 ] } = 0	 (18)dk	 —k— k dk	 k k —k —k k
tr(CdPd - CdQ/X2 ) = 0	 (19)
[ Cnk(gk-t-Onkbk ) + Cdk(yk k/ak + bkpdkbk(1-fatk) )Jwk-
[ Cnkpnk + Cd Pdk(1 + OV ]4= 0	 (20)
Again we see that between measurements the costate matrices are given
.by
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Cn(t) _ ' T^(t, tk)C A .!' (t, tk )	 (21)
tic
X(s)ds
Cd(t) = et	 $T(t, tk ) Cdk fi(t, tk )	 (22)
where tk-1 + < t < tk-	 t0+ = to, t,+1 = T	 1 < k < f + 1
^(t, tk ) 	 4)(t, tk)F(t) , 4)(t k# tk) = 1
I	 IEqs. (13), (14), (15), (21) and (22) imply tbat Cnk and Cdk are related as
follows;	 T
SX(s)ds
tk
Cdk = Cnk e	 II (1 + Oy	 1 < k < Qj=k + i
(23)
T
Sx (s) d s
'	 '	 t 
Cdp of 
e
where II	 (1 + Ofj ) = (1 + eck+1 ) (1 + ak+2 ) . . . . tl + a^)
j=k+1
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Substitution of Eq. (23) into Eq. (20) gives the following formula for the
optimal linear filter weight:
wk = ?.kbk
 / (qk+bk Zkbk + µkyle k"k) (24)
where
z  nk + µkPdk(i + 9s)
T
SX(s)ds
tk
e	 (i + aj )	 1< k < Ij =k+ 1
µk =
T
SX(s)ds
t
e^	 k = p
Because Cn(t) and C d(t) only differ by a scale factor, C  may be completely
eliminated from the problem and Eqs. (18) and (19) may be written as
tr { Cnk I(I - wkbk)Pdk(I - 4' )- yk k ^wk /ak 1 } = 0	 (25)
tr(CnPd - CnQ /X2) = 0	 (26)
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In summary, the incorporation of velocity dependent measurements
has led to an optimal control problem involving the scalar function `^'t)
and the Q scales- parameters ok. The necessary conditions for a local
optimum solution are given by Eqs. (13), (14), (21), (24), (25), (26)
together with the dynamic equations
P 2 = FP1 + P FT
Pd = FP  + Pd FT + XP  + Q/>,
and the I update equations
Pnk	 (I -wkbk )Pnk(I - bkWk ) + —kWk qt
Pdk = (I - wkbk)Pdk(I - bkwk) (1 + otk ) + yk uk wk^- /t
As before, the state, costate, and control variables are coupled,
-necessitating an iterative solution.
It should be pointed out that if the rth measurement is not velocity
dependent, then ar is zero, Eq. (25) is deleted for k = r, and all terms
involving (1/arl are set to zero.
i
1 -
;
APPENDIX A
Simultaneous Diagonalization of P and Q
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The problem is to find a matrix A such that
ATPA = I
	
(A, 1)
ATQ A = L
	
(A. 2)
where D is diagonal and P is positive definite, Consider -the matrix Al
whose columns are the unit eigenvectors of P divided by the square root
of the corresponding eigenvalue. Thus AT PA 1 = I.
Now form the matrix A 2 whose columns are the unit eigenvectors of
AT QA 1 , Thus A2 A2 = I, and by defining
A - A 1 A 2
we satisfy Eqs, (A. 1) and (A, 2) .
0
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V Analytical Implementation of New Gravity Models
I
This section of this quarterly progress report contains Chapter 6 of
a doctoral thesis written by Steven Croopnick .(hence the section' and equation
numbers do not correspond to those in the previous sections). The purpose
of this thesis: is to study and then model various gravitational anomalies,
with an end toward better orbit prediction capabilities. Chapter 6 is a
development of the analytical tools necessary to implement new gravity
models. It contains expressions to produce .anomalous accelerations in an
equatorial orbit of a spacecraft. A considerable part of the chapter is spent
in the development of a new sequence and its properties, called the transfer
coefficients, which relate orbital. conditions to suborbital rings of mass.
ti
-, 
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CHAPTER6
ANALYTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF
NEW GRAVITY M011ELS
G. 1 Mass Ring Analysis
A common spacecraft orbit about a distributed mass is a circular
orbit in the equatorial plane of the body. For this geometry (see
r
	
	 Figure 6. 1) the in-plane disturbing accelerations will be modeled as
those arising from a suborbital ring of mass. The distribution of the
mass in the ring will be adjusted to fit, in some sense, the disturbing
accelerations, or some measurable components of it along the orbital
track. The out-of-plane components of the disturbing acceleration
will be modeled by an appropriate suborbital distribution of gravity
dipoles whose effects are independent from those of a distributed mass
ring under these geometrical assumptions. The potential of a distributed
mass ring with a line mass density M(6) is given by
21r M(0)r0 ^G S
0 Ir - r
where r0 is the equatorial radius of the body. The in-plane components
of the disturbing acceleration may be obtained from Eq. (6. 1) by taking
its gradient.
adm = 0 cpm(r)	 (6.2)
0
circular
spacecraft
orbit
Y
47
ital mass ring of
densit-vM(O
Figure 6. 1 Mass Ring Geometry
a
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The mathematical description o: (Pryl (r) is of special importance
because if may be represented either as a single summation series or
as the classical double summation series which expresses the global
gravitational potential of a distributed mass (everywhere outside the
mass) as a sum of spherical harmonics, as in Eq. (2. 25). By following
a procedure similar to that used in Chapter 2, some simplifications as
a result of the application of spherical harmonics to this case become
apparent. Let
I i-- --	 1
	
(6.3)
r	 [ r0 + r - 2 rr0
 cos (, - 0'))
2
I [I + ( r r^  - 2 ( r
o
^ cos(8 - 8)]
	
(6.4)
r
This function may be expanded as a power series in r0) as follows:
r
5 --^1 = r [ 1 + o cos(, -8 )	 (6.5)
-r(
(r 
2	
^
+ I (	 (3cos2(8- 8) -])+...
	
00
	 n
- r	 Ir0) Pn [ cos (O - 0))	 (6.6)
•	 n=0
where the Pn I s are the Legendre polynomials and'may be calculated
according to Eq. (2.6). Hence,
I-
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	21r	 ,	 nr
tpm (r) = G r0	 M(0)	 0	 Pn[ cos( 0 - 0" ) 1 d0	 (6. 7)
n-0
but Pn[ cos (0 - 0') ] may be reduced by the addition theorem for spherical
harmonics by setting o = tp^
	
0 in Eq. (2. 9) as
Pn [ cos(0 - 0 ) ] = Pn,(0)Pn (0)
n
(n-m)!	
'
	
+ 2	 n+m . cos `n(0-
 0) Pnm(0)Pnm(0)	 (6.8)
m=1
where the Pnm I s are the associated Legendre functions and may be
calculated according to Eq. (2. 10). Substituting Eq. (6. 8) into Eq. (6. 7)
yields;
29 
	 n
cpm(r) = G (r0 	 M(8)	 x^ [ Pn(0)
n=0
n
+2
	 (n-n) Cos m( 0 - 0 ' ) P2 (0) ] d0 '	(6.9)
m=1
Since
	
cos m(0 - 8) = cos m0 cos me + sin m8 sin m8	 (6.10)
Eq. (6. 9) becomes
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27r
	 CO	 n
I X rM(r) = G rq S M(8)	 (^ j Pn (0)
0	 n=0
n
+ 2	 -^^u-). cos m0 cos me Pnm(0)
M=1
n
+ 2	 (n+n F sin m0 sin m8 Pnm(0) ] d8	 (6.11)
M=I
By collecting terms and defining the coefficients D , Enm and Fnm,
Eq. (6. 11) maybe written
CO	 n
r0
PM(r) G	 lln n+I
n=0
	
r
n	 n
r0
+	 rno
	
(En m cos m8 + Fnm sin m8) ] (6.12)
n=0
	 m=1
where
2n
D =	 r0 M(0) Pn (0) dA	 (6.13)
•	 5
3
2v
Enm = 2 (n+m),	 r0 M(8) cos m0 Pnm (0)d'	 (6.14)
t
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and
2n
(n-in)!Fnm	 2	 ^ S r0 We sin m@^ Pnm (0)d8	 (6.15)n +m^, 0
For n=0,
27T
,pm(r)	 r ^0 AZ(@ , )r0 d8	 (6. 16)
Gmr
r
(6.17)
where m  is the total mass contained in the ring. This result follows
directly from Eq. (6. 7). Therefore Eq. (6. 12) may be written as
n
cAm(r) 
= G [ rlr + X Dn ro
n=1
	
r
W rn n
+ X rn+i	 (Enm cos m@+ Fnm sin m@) l	 (6.18)
n= 1	 m=1
where Dn, Lnm and Fnm remain unchanged as defined by Eqs. (6.13),(6.14), and (6.15). Factoring 11r from Eq. (6.18) yields
	
• ^	 n
r
M(r) G	 +^	 0
r 
[m 
r	 n ^ x
n=1
m	 n n	 . (
+ X - io^
	
( Enm cos m9 +Fnm sin m@)
	
(6.19)
n= 1	 m=1 i
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Since
_	
2n
Dn = S r0 M(8) p2(0)e.9'
0
P2(0)mr	 (6.20)
the first two terms of Eq. (6. 19) may be collected and written as
n	 n
mr +	 D. 1 01 = mr	 Pn(0) ( ^)	 (6.21)
n=1	 n=0
so that,
n
r 1
OM 	 r n'r	 ^! Pn(0)
n=0
n n
+`  —
ro) X ( Enm cos m4 + Fnm sin m9) ] (6.22)
n=1	 m=1
Hence, for an expansion of the potential in spherical harmonics of a
mass distributed along a suborbital track, the minimum number of
coefficients needed (which is equal to the number of terms in Eq. (6.22)
if m  = 0) is N, such that
n
N = 2	 i = 2(1 +2 +3 +.	 +n)
i=1	 ,
= n(n+l)	 (6.23)
At, expansion of (-,)M (r) through n = 10, for example, would involve
110 co , _':c:ients. An attempt at collecting the coefficients of the sin niO
or cos m8 terms is possible, but not fruitful as devionstrated below.
Let the coefficients of cos mO in the last Term of Eq. (6.22) be
Gm . and the coefficients of the sin m8 be HM . .Eq. (6.22) may therefore
be written
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CO
	
r n
G	 2	 0^
'in(r) - r mi.	 Fri ( 0 ) r .
n=0
n
+ I (Gm cos m8 + Hm sin m8) ]
m=1
(6.24)
where,
G	 _ COrOln EM
	 (r	 nm
m=n
and
CD
^' GO)
n
Hm !r 	 Fnm
m=n
The difficulty with this approach, however, is that the coefficients
Gln and 11 are not constants, or eve functions ofl ^l alone. They are
functions of both E	 or Fn and	 thereby not 
/
z•educing the actualnm	 m	 ^r j
number of coefficients required for an n-- order expansion of cpin(r).
By expanding the mass ring in a fourer series, q (r) may be
shown to involve only 2n+1 coefficients as opposed to n +n, required
by the expansion in spherical harmonics for an nth order representation
of the potential. Let
ti
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M(6) = A0 + (An cos no
	 + Bn sin n8) (6.25)
n-1
where, -
2v =
AO = S	 M( 8 )d8 (6.26)0
21T
An
- S	 M(8) cos no d8 (6.27)
0
and
21r
T
_
Bn = M ( 8) sin n8 d9
so
(6.28). IT
Then,
2 tt
snm(r} = G 
so
(^'^0
CO	 0D
+	 Ancuss n8 +Bn sin np)
r 
r	 d8
n=1	 n=1 k
(6.20)
As before, let
1 -r -	 1 1 /2	 (6.30)
^r-r
	
[ r0 + r - 2rr0 cos (8 - 8) )
3
so that the nth order cosine term may be written as
^0 = a- e, 0, = 0-gyp (6.33)
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2n	 ,
 (G. 31)Pcmn(r) - AnGi 0 cos no dp
 SO [ r0 + r - 2rr0
 cos(0 - 8)
and the nth order sine term may correspondingly be written as
I	
2n
sin n© d4	 (6.32)Psmn(r) - I3nGr0 S —2	 20 [1-0 ++ r - 2rr0 cos(8 - 0) ]	 _.
Let
and
dtp = - d0
In terms of the new variable (p,cmn (r), for example, may be written-
0-21r
IPcmn(r) - - AnGrp S	 cos n(0 - (p)	 dcp (6.34)8	 [ r +r0 - 2rr0 cos cp]
or
21r
 
S	 cos no cos no+ sin no sin no
= A Gr	 do (6.35 )
n 0 0 -[ 2 + r0 - 2rr0 cos P]^-
Defining a aiiu 6 as shown below
2n
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so that
of = r2 + r0
(6.37)
- - 2 rr0
Then
2,u
Pcmn(r) = A11Gr0 cos n8S	 cos no	 do	 (6.38)
0 [a+PcosP)
2;r	 1
nGr0 cos no socos no ^ /Zdp(6.39)
 V [a+ Pcos (P)
	
AnGr0 cos no 217	 cos n(D
'S
	- do (6.40
0 [ 1 + B/a cos cp
then,
21r
Pcmn(r) = AnGro cos no
	
Tu
1 S	 cos nco	 do(6. 41)
 0[ 1+ k .cos p)
where
-2rr
•	 k = a - -
	 2	 (6.42)
r + r0
and
-1/2
	
1 = [ r2 + r0	 j	 (6.43)
Yu
I
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Finally,
2	 2 1/2pcm(r) = AnGrO cos nA {[ r + r0 ]. Gntk) }'	 (6.44)
where
21T
	
G (k) =	 ------1	 do	 (6.45)n	
cos nc^
 `0 [1+k cos pi
The sine terms of the Fourer series in Eq. (6. 32) may be integrated in
a similar fashion.
2 7T
	
^smn(r) - BnGrO so
	sin n8 d8
 [ r0 + r -2rr0 cos(8 - 8) ]
(6.32)
By substituting the change of variable indicated by Eq. (6. 33) 4^smn
may be written;
21T
	
^smn(r) = %GrO
	---^--2sinn(8-c^)	 - do	 (6.46)
SO (r + r0 - 2rr0 cos 0]
21T
BnGr0 S
	
sin n8 cos no- cos n8 sin nodo(6.47)
0 [ r +r0 - 2rr0 cos 4^ ]
27T
BnGrO sin nO
	
cos noS	 do (6.48)
,0 [ r +r0 -2rr0 cos co]
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If
2rr
k = - ^--- 0	 (6.49 )
r +r 0
a '
Then
2	 2 1/2 (G. 50)psmn(r) = BnGr0 sill 219 { r + r0 j	 Gn( k) } 
where
21T
Gn( k)	 cos nn do
0 [1+k cos cpj
Collecting terms
CO	 :O
c^mn(r) + 1J Psmn (r)
n=0	 n=1
where
1/2
%mn(r) = oh cos n9 [ r2 + r0 j	 Gn(k)
1/2
Psmn(r) = An sin n9 [ r2 + ro j	 Gn(k)
and
o = AnGro
Pn = BnGro
(6.51)
(6.52)
(6.53)
(6.54)
(6.55)
(6.56)
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7.1": Ili-plane components of the distrubing acceleration ditt, to
the mas;; 1 ► ,^ may be obtained by taking the gradient of (p	 as in
^	 Eq. (6.2 ).
^`dm(1) - n ol.,	 - x C1 Ocmn(r)
–	
n=0
co
+	 Q "	 (r)smn –
n=1
(
s
where,
aco (r)	 ^(p (r)m–	 1 m
(6.56)
(6.59)
m –
co	 co
 
cmn – smn –_
i'
+
b r	 x Br
n=0	 n=1
and
III () _ a cmn(r) (r)+
n=0
	 n=1
These ftiz:, ;;,..; 1
.; may be evaluated as follows:
^'	 (x•) -3/2...
`	 `^---- =
2
oi l cos n0
	
- r [r	 + 2r0 ]	 G '(k)
1/2	 d Gn(k) 3 k l+ [ r2+r0 ]
	 --a cT— -r- f
(6.60)
(6.61)
(6.62)
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aNsinn(r) 2	 2 -3/2
3 r	 -	 _ n^ sin nQ {- r [ r +r 0 j • Gn (k)	 (6.63)
-1/2 d Gn(k) Zk
i	 + [ r 2
 +r
	
^lc k
	
ar
i.
	
aPcmn(=-) _ _
	 n sin n8[ r2 +1 02 
]-1/2 
G (k)	 (6.64)
i
and
---------- _ n^ n cos nQ [ r + r 0 J	 Gn (k)	 (6.65 )
d G -(k)
Further reductions may be made if Gn (k) = —^--
and a Or) is evaluated.
2rr0
^r - - car L r2'----2	 (6.66 )
0
	
2r	 4r2r
0	 +	 0	 (6.67
	r + r0	 [ r2 + r0 )
--^2r [ r2 + r0) + 4r2r
	
0	 0
(6.68)
[ 2 + r0
	
r	 )
4
9
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2r0 [r 2  - r0 ]
 
(6.69)
  
2
	
2 -2-
 
-
Ir. +r0)
Substitution of Eq. (G. 69) into l~qs. (G. 62) and (6. 63)yields
a^cmn('---) 
n cos no { - -- r	 Gn(kS
	
n .k) }	 (6.70)
[r +r0j
• a s^- r mn-= In sin n9 ^- ^- 2^ Gn(k)
	
'	 [ r •F r0
 )
2r [r 2 - r2)
+	 0	 0 Gn(k) }	 (6.71)[r +r0]
Let
G (1:)
Rn'(r) =
	
2 n ]]
	 (6.72)
[r +r0
and
R ^(r) _ [— --- j	 [ -r(r2 + rp) Gn(k ) + 2r0(r '-r0	 ^)G (k) ]
n
0	 (6; ?3)
ti
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a
Then	 Pcmn(r) and a ^sinii(rTr	
) 
may be written,
^-
a Pcmn(r)
Br	 = an cos n© Rn .(r)	 (6.74)
" Psmn(r)
•73 r----- 	 Pn sin n8 R n .(r)	 (6.75)
also;
a Ocmn(r)
	
_
^
 n sin n9 R 
n 
(r)	 (6.76)
^ .
-fin= = Sn n cos n8 Rn
 (!')	 (6.77)
t
Th:: disturbing acceleration, adm may be expressed as
CO
a dm(r) - i r [	 (a^ cos n8 + Pn sin n8) Rn (r)
n=0
+ i 9
	
	
(- an n sin n8+ Pn n cos nA) R n(r) ]	 (6.78)
n=O
For n = 4, only the first % term contributes to, adm, hence for an nth
order representation of the mass distribution, Eq. (6. 78) will require
2n+1 terms to give an in -plane description of the disturbing acceleration.
.a
n
6. 2	 Develol»nent of floc Trallsfer Coefficients
Implied in the calculation of aduz(r) from Eq. (G. 78) is the
ability to evaluate l,n(r) and l;n (r). However, I%n (r) and lin (r} are
explicit functions of G n (1;) and Gn W. These functions, are defined as:
21
	
Gn(k ) = -S	 cos no do	 (6.79)'
	
0	 [ 1 + k cos (p l'
Another sct'of useful ;ill]ctions related to the tr. •lnsfer coefficients are
21
	Nn(k.) = S	 cosno do	 (6.80)
	
0	 [ 1 + k cos cp]
7be transfer coefficients may be vbtai.ned from solutions of
certain elliptic integrals (see Appendix F) as demonstrated. From
Dwight (1961) it may be seen that
2n
S	
2.,
sin c,^ do1 ^ F(2TT, h)-E(2,r h)}	 (6.81)0 [--,l- z  	 = 7  -
where the integral on the left is an elliptic integral and the solution is
given in the form of the F(27r, h) and E(27', h) series which will be defined
later. This integral may be related to the transfer coefficients by the
change of variable cp = 2^ .
2n	
sin2u cl 1	 21T-1 (1 - cos 2^)d^?S .--	 2 .^__r.__	 _ S	 (6.82)0 [ 1 - h sin (pp ]	 0	 [ 1 - h /2 ( 1-cos 2cp )]
(6.86)
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4n	
^ (1 - cos cp )dcp
"0 j 1 - h'-Z 	 - cos (p)]
2v
_ 1 S	 1 - Cos 0
- -^— J	 dq
.	 ^	
h2 h2Y - ,^ + ^• cos 0
`.. fJ
Y
-	
h2	 _ h2
let y - 1 -	 and	 -
or
2v
•	 L 1 	 cos 0	 dcp
2 0	 v +	 cos cp
2v
= 1	 ('	 1 - cos 0
	 do
2 ^y ,}0	 1 + y cos 0
(6.83)
(6.84)
(6.85)
(6.87)
h2
	
' _ ^ _	 Is2let k -	 -	 -	 h	 (6.88)
Y ^ - 2-h2
Solving for h in terms of k
	h 2(1.+ }S) = 2k'
	(6.89)	 }
or
•	 65
hence
h t- _ k	 (6.91)
Similarly, y may be solved for ^fs a function of k
•	
2y = 1 - -h^ -	 (6.92)
1 - I—T y	 (6.93)
so
Y =	 (6.94)
with the result that Eq. (6.82) may be written. as a function of k'.
21r	 2r	 21T
sosin co dc^	 1+ k SO	 1 -cos cp d
 `°
 [ 1 h sin c 1 	 ^2  
	 1+ k cos cp1/2
(6.95)
In terms of the transfer coefficients
l+k [ G0 (k)- G 1 ( k) J 	 (6.96)
Therefore
1+k"[ GO (k) - G 1 (k) J = -- [ F(2n, h) - E(2^, h) J	 (6.97)
h
- The transfer coefficients G 0(k) and G 1 (k) may be solved for by
introducing another similar change of variable. Consider identity 770 of
Dwight (1961).
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21r	 I	 .
do
	
=
1 - h2s	
F(27r, h)	 ^	 (6.98)
0 [	 inc Jim
27►
_	 do (6.99)
J0	 [ 1 - h /2(1 - cos 20) ]
as before, let
	
(p =
 
2c	 and dcp = .2 dcp/
then
47t
_	 1	 dip (6.100)
so	 2 [ 1 - hz /2 (1 - cos cp)J
277
C
	
do	 (6.101)
"0	 [1-h /2+h2 / 2  coscpj
Comparing Eq. (6. 101) with Eq.' (6.87) if follows directly that
21T	 2 7i
Sd. ,
	 =	 1 + k.'
0[ 1- h sin cp j	 0[ 1 + k cos o f
Therefore,
'Fl + k" G0 (k) = F(27r, h)	 (6.103)
I	 w
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or
G0( k) =	 1	 F(2 Tr, h)
+k
This result, with Eq. (6. 97) allows one to solve for G 1 (' k)
(6.104)
(6.105)l2 G 1 (k) --J [ E(2rr,h) - F(2zr,h) j + F(21;
J
so that
G 1 (k) =	 1—+k  E(21r, h) -	 k.	 F(2 IT, h)	 (6.106)11—+—k
The G2 (k) coefficient may be derived from G 0 (k) and G1(k).
27r	 21r
S
cos 2o	 dv =	 1 - 2 sin2 dG2 (k) = 	 ^p
0	 1+.k cosh
	
So	 l+kcoscp
(6.107)
2n	
.
	 2
G0 ( k) _ - 2	 sin P
SO
	 1 + , k cos cA
however, the last term may be integrated by parts
2n	 2	 2Tr
C
sin _ do =
	
sin o do	
sin)0	 Cos al+,kcoso VJ
dU
(6.108)
(6.109)
thus,
U	 2	 k-cos pT- -)FI +
V = sin cp	 dV	 'cos p dp	 (6.111)
accordingly,
21r	 2	
2v
sin o	 dp	 2 n 0 F:F—kc0s (D
S
O .-VY-+—k--cosp	
si
k	 10
(6. 112)
2,ff
7--
+
COS P cos p dp
SO k
211	 I
cosco 	 k 
.1 
cos 22 	 dp	 (6.113)
S o -J-:+Tco so
2w
2 G (k) + SO
	1 +1 - sn2 (D
 dp	 (6.114)
2
	
—F G I (k) + GO(k) + C2 (k)	 (6.115)
Substituting Eq. (6. 115) into Eq. (6. 108) yields
	
G2 (k) = GO (k)	 2 k G 1 (k) + GO (k)	 G2 (k) 1	
(6.116)
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dU	 sin o do .	 (6.110)
+ k 'c o's
69
or
G (k)
_ - --3	 - •^-kG2 ( ,k) 	 G1(k)	 (6.117)
Therefore, the G 2 (k) term may be calculated from G O
 (k ) and G 1 W.
This procedure may be carried on recursively to calculate G ( k)
n
from Gn-1 (k), Gn-2 (k) and Gn-3(k) in principle, although, as a
practical matter it is expedient to develop Gn( k) from a recursive
relationship between the Nn(k)Is.
By definition
21T
cos net	 dp = Grl( k!	 (6.118)
0 -V1 + k cos cp
The cos nofactor may be expanded in a polynomial in cos o (see
Appendix F).
n
cos no
	
	 f(n, i) cosn-2i0
	
(6.119)
i=0
then
2v	 n	 21T	 n-2i
so	
cos no doLf(n, i) 
SO	
cos 
	
do (6.120)
 1+ k cos 0 i=0 	 -1r1 -+k  cos (P
if
-	 2n	 . 
Cos mP	 do = NII1Ck)	 (6.121)JO -1+  k cos C
and
NM ) is known for 0 < m < n
i
i
then
n0	 2v
Gn(k) -	 f(n, ONn_ 2i(k) + f(n, 0) S	 co '
i=1	 0	 lk^i Y
Nn(i
in general
21t
	
n	
2u	 2	 n- 2
cos c^
	
(1-sin )cos	 ^r,Nn( k) =
 so
do (G.
 
l+kcoscp 	 l+kcoscp
27► 
Cos n- 2p - sin 2o cos n-20 d
0	 1 +l o cos t^
 V
(6.124)
21T .
	
n
-2	 2cos 0 	 do - Ztt sin O cos
n-2  dip
SO 1 -+k  cos p
	
S0 1 +k cos cp
t
Nn-2(k)
(6.125)
so that
27t
sin2	 n-2N
n (k) - Nn-2(k) _ - S	
cos	 cD do	 (6.126)
0	 l+k cosc^
i
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which may be integrated by parts
2-ff. sin2oCosn-20 do = 2n sin2ocosn-2  dcp sincp cos n-20
l+kcoso	 "0	 l+kcoso
dU	 V	 (6.127)
let
U = - k : ^+ k cos p	 (6. 128)
dU =	 sin o	 do	 (6.129)
1+kcosc^
V = sin cpcosn 2P	 (6. 1b0)
grid	 dV = Cos n-l^ - (n-2)sin2 ocosn-3 cp	 (6.131)
(n > 3)
(n-1)cosn-lcp- (n-2)cosn-3cp	 (6.132)
so that
2n sin 2ocosn-20 _ r_ 2V-1+  k cos o [sin c^cosn-2cpl
"0 	 1+ k coso   	 J
(6.133)
2 ^r
- s L k VTTk cos o] [(n-l)cosn-1P-(n-2)cosn-3pdol
U	 Cidv
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but
10
27T
2 	 1 + k cos 9][sin pcosn-2cp0	 (6.134)
therefore,
21T
	
22c^	 n-2	
2v
 _	 2v
S
sin cos
  ` ( ^F + k cos0) r(n-1)cosn-1	 n-3P-(n-2)cos 	odp]
0 ^1 + k coso 	I'
(6.135)
_ 2(n-1) 21r Q+k cosO)cosn-10 do _ 2(n-2)217(1+k'coso)cosn-30 iPk	 1"0	 + k cos	 Ri s0 1 +^
(6.136)
2(n-1)Nn - 1(k) + 2(n-1)Nn(k) - 2( k 2) Nn-3 ( k ) - 2(n-2)Nn-2 (k )k
(6.137)
Combining Eq. (6.137) with Eq. (6.126) yields
Nn(k) - Nn-2(k) - 2(
—k—Nn-1(k) - 2(n-1 )Nn(k,)
2(n^2)+ —k Nn-3 (k') + 2(n-2)Nn-2(k^)	 (6.138)
Solving for Nri(k) in terms of Nn_ 1 (k), 1Vn_ 2 (k) and Nn_3(k)
yields
73
Nn(k) = ^^
	
2(,._._Nn
-
1(k) + (2n-3) Nn- 2(
+ 2(n-2)N
	 (k)	 (6.139)
It is a simple, matter to produce similar relationships for
Gn (k) also;
Cj 7 (t. j	 I	 d
G_ (10 = -r- G_(k)	 (6.140
or, in terms of Nm (k )
n0
Gn (k) =	 f(n, i)N^
n-2i(k)	 (6.141)
i=0
where N ( k) may be calculated recursively from
n
' i	 1	 r	 2(n-1) '	 2(n-1)	 'Nn
 (k) - ^Y L- k N n-1 ( k) + k — Nn-1(k)k
+ (2n-3)N I
n-2 ( k) + 2(k N' (k')
•
2(n-2) 
n
N
-3 (k) ]	 (6.142)kz 
To start this recursion relationship, the values of N 0 ( k), N1(k),
N2 l k) are needed to find N (k) and ultimately Gn(k), while N t 0(k), N1 ^(k)
and N2 ( ky in addition, are needed to find Nn • ( k) and ultimately Gn ^f k).
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0	 10
The terms N0 (k) and NT  (k) may be shown to be numerically equal
CO N) and G 1 (k), which have already been expressed by. Eqs. (6. 104)
and (6. 106) respectively with h as defined by-Eq. (6. 91).
21
	No (0 = GO (k) = S	 do	 (6.143)
0	 1 +,i cos cp
and
21T
	
N1 (0 _ -G 1 (k) = S	 cos 0	 ao	 (6 .144) -
0 V—l+ k ' cos^
The N2 (k) term may also be expressed as a function of k, G 0 (k) and
GI(k)
2 1T
cos 2o
S" do = G2 (k)	 (6. 145;0	 1+k• cos p
2 ^;
SO 
2 cos20- 1 do = 2N2 (k) - N0 (k)	 (6.146)
 .,	 k' cosc^
_	 t2N2 (k) - NO (k)
	
(6.147)
hence
G2 (k) = 2N2 (k) - N0 ( k)(6.148)
or, solving for N2 (k) with N0(k) = G 0 M yields:
N2 (k) = Z I G 04k) + G2 (k)I	 (6.149)
ti
It has already been shown that G 2 (k) is a function of G O { k), G 1 (it) and
k as in Eq. (6. 117),
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G2 (k) _ -	 ( GO (k) - kV G 1 (k) J	 (6.150)
Substituting Eq. (6. 150) into (G. 149) yields:
N2 (k) _	 I G O (k) - k G 1 (k) J	 (6. 151)
The derivative terms may be obtained by simply differentiating Eqs.
(6. 143), (6. 144) and (6.150) with respect to k.
	
N^0(k) = G f 0 (k• )	 (6.152)
	
N^ 1 (0 = G ' 1 (k)	 (6.153)
and
NI2(k) = 3 [ G t0(k) + 7T G 1 (k ) - .-v ^
	
G 1 (k) J	 (6.154)
k
where
1	 dF(21r, h) dh	 F(2-r, h)G t 0(k) =	 -- F	 -^ -	 (6. 155)
—1+ —
	
+.k
	
2(1+k.)
and
Gt (lc')	 E(21r, h) ++ k' dE (27r , h dh1	 2 VI —+k V—
	
1 r2 - k IF( 2 1T, 	 , h)	 dMir  h) dh	 (6.156)dh
r	
(1+k)
	
1+k
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In summary, ad(r) may be calculated for any r and 0,,end a given
n, from Eq. (6. 78), where the an I s and f n 's ar; also given and where
the IZn(r) and r ^(r) functions are calculated according to Eqs. (6. 72)
and (6. 73) respectively. The functions Gn(k) and G n ^(k ), for k given
by Eq. (6.49), are calculated from Eqs. (6.122) and (6.14 ]) respectively.
The terms involved in evaluating these equations are calculated recursively
with the aid of Eqs. (6. 138) and (6. 139). The basis for the initiation of
these equations is the calculation of G 0 (1:i, G 1 (k), G0 (k ) and G 1 (k ).
The series for the calculation of these functions are found in Appendix F.
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APPENDIX F
Fundamentally, the implementation of the new gravity model of
Chapter 6 rests on the numerical evaluation of elliptic integrals of the
form
F((n, h) = S do 	 < k < 1 (F-1)
-	 0	 1 - h2sin2c^
and
E(cp, h) = S	 1 - h2 sin2(P dcp	 O< k < 1	 (F-2)
0
where F(h, o) is an elliptic integral of the first kind (Dwight, 1961) and
E(h, co) is an elliptic integral of the second kind. Physically, elliptic
integrals may be used directly to solve for the true time for a pendulum
to swing through a specified angle or, to solve for the length of an arc
of an ellipse. The concern here, is for cp = 27t or, F(27r, h) and
E(27t, h). From the above definitions it is obvious that
ITFMT, h) = 4 F(- - , h)	 (F-3)
s
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4P
and that
E(2It, h) = 4 E( (F-4)
Let
F(- T h) = K(h)	 (F-5)
and
E( -1 h) = E(h)	 (F-6)
-1/2
Then, by expanding [ 1 - h 2 sin2 co]
	
in a binomial series, K (h) and
E(h) may be represented as a power series in h2 sin 2P.
1/2
[I - h2 sin 2 01	 = 1 + 2 h2 sin 20 + 2,, 4 h4sii.4 P +.	 (F-7)
Therefore, a term by term integration of F( -- , h) yields
K(h) _ - [ 1 + t ) 2 h2 + ( 1 ) 2 h4 + t 1 ) h6 + .	 ]
(h2 < 1)
(F-8)
An equivalent series which converges more rapidly is (Dwight, 1961)
K(h) _	 (1 +m) [ 1 +( 1 ) 2m2 +( 1 , 3 ) 2 m4 +( 1 , 3 , 5 ) m6 +.	 .
`^	 ^
(F-9)
where
M = 1----- I	 and	 h = 1 - h2	 (F-10)
1 +h
ti
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The elliptic integral L(h) may be treated in the same fashion.
	
2	 2 1/2	 1 2	 2	 1 . 1 2	 4j 1 - h sin 	 1 - 2 h sin 0-h sin 	 (F-11)
therefore, a term by term integration of E(, h) yields
	
E(h) _ 	 [ 1 - ( 1 ) 2h	 .2 - ( 1. 3 ) 2 h4 _ ( J 3 •5 )2 h6l^ 5
(F-12)
(h2< 1)
Another version of the same series which converges more rapidly is
2	 2	 2
E(h)	 1+m j 1 + ( 2 ) rm2 +() m4 +( 1 ) m6 +.
(F-13)
with m and h as previously defined. The function G 0 (k) may be
calculated using Eq.  (F-9).
G0(k) =	 4— K(h}	 (F-14)
V1 +k
Similarly,
G1(k) = 4 1 +k E(H) -	 4k K(h)	 (F-15)
-V-1—+ —k
and
G2(k)[ G0(k) - k G1(k)
ti
(F-16)
and G 1 (k) may be . obtained from
;
4	 dK(h) dh
	
G 0 (::)
	 -^-	 (F-17)
1
y
V 
+ k.
.-^7 d:: 
	G^ 1 (k) =	 __ 1	
_	
k . dE(h) dh
	
2(2-k )	 _	 Y dK(h) dh
	
- --------n—
	 (F-18 )
If K(h) and E(h) are ems, _ ; ; = zd as series expansions in m, then the
foLowin c- derivatives ;:;::_ : be e%•;^It::-It
	
dK(h) _ '.:\- (::1)	 d;n d1i '
 dh
and
	dE(h)	 dF(m) din d1i ' dh
dh
From Eq. (6. 90)
211 dh =	 2	 (F-21)cTk- (1 ^ k
81
so that
dh =
	
1 	
(F-22)
h(1 + k )^
82
However, from Eq. (F--10)
idh	 h	 (F-23).-a f, - -
1-h2
and, from Eq. (F-10) also
dm __ 	 1 - h	 (F-24)dh I 1+h	 (1+h)2
so
dm _	 2	 (F-25)
dh^ - - (1
The terms in Eqs. (F-22), (F-23) and (F-25) may be combined to give:
dm __	 2	 (F-26)dk	 h (1 + h) (1 + k)
Also;
dE(m) 	 E(m) +
din -	 3`+`m
2	 2	 2
2Tf + m [ + { '0 2m + ( T) 4m3 + (6) 6m5
(F-27)
and
dK(m)	 K(m) +
cam — 1 +m
IT
	 1 2(1 + m) [ { )2m + ( 1 ^ 3 ) 2	 3	 1-3-5     2
	
4m + (	 )6m5 + .	 )
(F-28)
Thus;
• dK _ dK(m) dm
W - FP W., (F-29)
46
r + r0
h	
r-r0 (F-35)
0
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f
anddE _ dE dm
-dk 	 ( F-30)
The functions G0 ( k), G 1 (k ), G ' 0 ( k ) and G(k) are then calculated as
follows. First, k is obtained from Eq. (6. 42)
2rr
A = -^	 (F-31)
r +r 0
then, h2 is calculated from Eq. (6. 90), or from
-_ 4rr	 4rr
h2 =	 0	 = - ----- z
	
(F- 32)
r -2rr0+r0
	
(r-r0)
The factor (1 + k)2 is simply:
2-	 (r-r0)4(1 + k) _ —2 x-2 	(F-33)
(r + r0)
and
•	 2	 4rr0	 (r +r 0) 2
(r-r0 )	 (r - r0)
so that
I' Dente,
84
dm =
	
2(r - r0 ) 3 (r2 h r0)
^
-dk	 (r + r0 )4r (r - r0)`^	 (F-3G)
or simply;
iI
2	 2 
dm	 (r +r 0)	 (F-37)
2r2 (r	 2)	 -.
Substituting for m in the appropriate series expansions will then
ryield the desired initializing G(k) and G (k) functions. The result is easy
to calculate because m turns out to be a simple function of r and r0.
r0
m = -(F-38)x
r	 rHaving calculated G 0 ( k), G 1 ( k), G 0 (k.) and G 1 (k), the N,(k)
r
and Nn ( k ) coefficients may be calculated recursively by applying
Eqs. (6. 139) and (6. 142). Further application of Eqs. (6. 122) and
(6. 141) will produce the transfer coefficients G n(k) and G r n(k.). Necessary
to this latter calculation is the numerical evaluation of f(n, i).
2(n-1-2i)n(n-1-i):
i; n- Ti .
and terminates when (n-1-i) = - 0 .
s
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